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Abstract

The common phenomenon of lightning still harbors many secrets such as what are the conditions25

for lightning initiation and what is driving the discharge to propagate over several tens of kilometers26

through the atmosphere forming conducting ionized channels called leaders. Since lightning is an27

electric discharge phenomenon, there are positively and negatively charged leaders. In this work we28

report on measurements made with the LOFAR radio telescope, an instrument primarily build for29

radio-astronomy observations. It is observed that a negative leader rather suddenly changes, for a30

few milliseconds, into a mode where it radiates 100 times more VHF power than typical negative31

leaders after which it spawns a large number of more typical negative leaders. This mode occurs32

during the initial stage, soon after initiation, of all lightning flashes we have mapped (about 25). For33

some flashes this mode occurs also well after initiation and we show one case where it is triggered34

twice, some 100 ms apart. We postulate that this is indicative of a small (order of 5 km2) high35

charge pocket. Lightning thus appears to be initiated exclusively in the vicinity of such a small but36

dense charge pocket.37

I. INTRODUCTION38

It has been known since the work of [1, 2] that negative leaders come in two categories, slower (known as α negative39

leaders) and faster (β negative leaders). Fast negative leaders can approach propagation speeds on the order of a few40

106 m/s that have similar speeds as recoil leaders (which propagate down existing ionized channels). From a very41

extensive study of the existing evidence it was concluded in [3] that negative leaders follow a continuous spectrum42

of speeds and one should not separate them in two classes. More recently [4–6] argue that β stepped leaders that43

initiate return strokes are a class apart. These create strong Very High Frequency (VHF) emission [4], are followed44

by Elves [5], and have a strongly increased luminosity [6]. [7] found that the vertical upward propagation speed of45

initial leaders of IC flashes is related to the initiation altitude. Their speed might reach 106 ms when started below46

an altitude of 6 km. In this work we show that a negative leader can ‘switch’ from a normal propagation mode47

(more like α-leaders) to a mode where they propagate faster and emit intense VHF (30 – 80 MHz) and broadband48

radiation (more like β-leaders). In this paper we will refer to a leader in this second mode as an Intensely Radiating49

Negative Leader (IRNL). The IRNL mode is not necessarily associated with return strokes since we have observed50
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them at initiation as well as during the development of a lightning flash without an associated return stroke. The51

IRNL mode is present only for a limited time after which normal negative leader propagation resumes, albeit that the52

number of negative leaders has increased considerably. During this particular phase of leader propagation we observe53

the emission of a copious amount of VHF radiation as well as strong pulses in a broadband antenna, installed at a54

distance of less than 10 km from the LOFAR core to support lightning observations.55

In the work of [8] the IRNL mode was already observed, but it was thought that this propagation mode, called56

an initial leader in that work, was exclusive to the initial stage of lightning development. The fact that in [9] (see57

[10, 11] for an overview of the extensive literature on initial leaders) the transition from the initial leader to a negative58

stepped leader has been observed with high-speed video and in electric field change data, supports the finding that59

initial leaders and IRNL’s are the same. This is corroborated further by the observation of a correlation between a60

certain type of broadband radio pulses (called Initial Breakdown, IB) and VHF pulse amplitudes in [12, 13]. In this61

work we show that an IRNL mode is not confined to the initial stage of a lightning (as is expressed by using a different62

name) and rather is evidence of a small but dense charge pocket. This charge pocket enhances the local electric field63

and thus facilitates lightning initiation.64

In Dutch thunderstorms (thunderstorms imaged by the Dutch stations of LOFAR, the Low-Frequency Array [14])65

the charge layers are usually at much lower altitudes than the storms measured in some parts of the US [15]. The66

main negative charge is at altitudes of 4 – 5 km with a positive charge layer below [16, 17]. A large majority (more67

than 90%) of flashes we have imaged were initiated just below the negative charge layer with a downward negative68

leader that propagates towards the lower-lying positive charge layers.69

In recent years radio observations of lightning has gone through some major developments, starting with lightning70

mapping arrays [18, 19] on to VHF radio interferometers [20–22] and culminating in the precision observations using71

the LOFAR radio telescope operating in the 30 – 80 MHz band [8, 17]. These VHF observations are, however, not72

sensitive to currents at length scales of order 100 m and greater. To ameliorate this, a broadband magnetic-loop73

antenna [12] was installed in the vicinity of the LOFAR core. These combined observations between LOFAR and a74

broadband antenna have facilitated the identification of the IRNL mode.75

We show and analyze in Section II the data for the two flashes for which simultaneous recordings are available from76

the magnetic loop antenna and LOFAR. A concluding discussion is presented in Section III. In Section IV we give a77

short overview of the instrumentation and the imaging procedure.78

II. DATA ANALYSIS79

For two flashes we have recorded simultaneous measurements with LOFAR and the broadband antenna. Both80

flashes occurred on April 24, 2019 shortly after each other. The general structure of each of the two flashes can be81

seen from Fig. 1. Since in [8] we have already shown the general structure of flash A, we focus here on the first 50 ms.82

The time calibration is such that t = 0 is close to the beginning of the flash, 21:30:56.221 UTC for Flash A and83

21:03:06.757 UTC for B. The general locations of the two flashes with respect to LOFAR are marked in Fig. 2.84
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FIG. 1. Left: Image of the first 50 milliseconds of flash A showing sources with σ(h) < 3.5 m, RMSd < 5 ns and Nex < 55.
The topmost panel shows the recorded signal in the broadband antenna, re-binned over 0.2 µs. The second gives the VHF
power as measured by a LOFAR antenna in the core, re-binned over 20 µs. The LOFAR noise power is given in units of the
background-noise, see text. Right: Image of flash B showing sources with σ(h) < 3.5 m, RMSd < 3 ns and Nex < 55.
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From the structure of the leaders it can be inferred that for Flash A there was a positive charge layer below 4.5 km85

with a large number of negative leaders and a negative charge layer between 4.5 – 6.5 km height marked by the tell-86

tale twinkles [17]. For Flash B the negative charge layer lied much lower, below and around 2 km height. Twinkling87

positive leaders are seen in a band around 4 km height and also above 6 km from which it can be inferred that there88

were two negative charge layers.89

The top two panels show the time traces as measured with the broadband antenna and the VHF power as measured90

by LOFAR. The broadband and LOFAR signal are aligned using the GPS timing of both systems. The VHF noise91

power is normalized to the background-noise, about 6× 10−13 W/m2, the strength of the signal in the absence of any92

lightning activity. This noise background is partly due to electronic noise in the LOFAR system and mostly due to93

galactic (extra terrestrial) radiation [23]. The data from the broadband antenna are available for only a part of each94

flash due to the fact that the broadband antenna stores traces of 167 ms length upon triggering.95

In Fig. 3 the dynamics of the initial development of flash A is shown in detail. On the left the development in the96

very first 3 ms is shown, on the right the period from 2 – 18 ms. The panel structure of the figures is similar to that97

of Fig. 1, except that a third panel is added showing the propagation velocity of the leader along the track that is98

indicated in light-blue in the lower panels.99

As shown in the lower panels on the left of Fig. 3, an initial leader propagated downward, immediately after100

initiation, from just below the negative charge layer at 4.5 km to the positive charge layer. The heights of these101

charge layers have been inferred from the structure of the observed leaders. As discussed in [8, 24] this initial leader102

has similar properties as those of a normal negative leader, however it propagates fast and quickly reaches a velocity103

of 106 m/s, as can be seen from the velocity plot in Fig. 3. At the same time the VHF power increased by at104

least one order of magnitude and strong initial breakdown pulses were detected by the broadband antenna. Since105

we observe similar intense and fast negative leader at later times in the flashes, discussed further below, we refer to106

this remarkable mode in the development of a negative leader, lasting from about t=0.7 to 1.7 ms, with the more107

appropriate generic name of “Intensely Radiating Negative Leader” (IRNL). When the positive charge region was108

reached at about t=1.7 ms, the IRNL mode showed extensive branching and transitioned into a large number of more109

normal negative leaders (although still propagating at elevated velocities with elevated VHF emission). The total110

VHF intensity stayed large because it is the sum of the intensities of at least ten of these emerging negative leaders.111

At shown on the right of Fig. 3, most of the negative leaders stalled at t=3 ms (some of these got reactivated at112

later times) and only two continued propagating with elevated speeds (shown in the velocity panel for the upper of113

the two which is marked by the blue band). At t=3 ms another surge in VHF power was detected as well as intense114

radio emission by the broadband antenna. The structures observed between t=3 and 6 ms, intense radiation, fast115

propagation, diffuse distribution of sources with a multitude of emerging negative leaders, is a clear manifestation of116

a pair of leaders propagating in the IRNL mode. In Fig. 3 one of these is marked by the light-blue leader track (the117

track used to calculate the velocity follows the same leaders for both left and right sides where they are shown for118

different times). The velocity panel shows a clear peak of 1.5× 106 m/s at the time the this negative leaders moved119

downward in the IRNL mode at t=4 ms. The other negative leaders reached a similar speed at t=3 ms in the IRNL120

mode.121

When the negative leaders in the INRL mode propagated downward at high velocity, strong pulses were seen in122

the broadband antenna, consistent with the fact that this antenna is exclusively sensitive to vertical polarization as123

emitted by a vertical current. Although the density of broadband pulses is large, most of them are initially positive124

bi-polar pulses which is indicative of negative charge moving down (due to polarization of the antenna). This is a125

clear signature of a downward moving negative stepped leader with a large current moment. After fanning-out, the126

IRNL transitioned into a second batch of normal negative leaders at around t=6 ms that then gradually slowed down127

to a typical propagation velocity of a negative leader of about 105 m/s. In the velocity panel on the right of Fig. 3,128

the velocity of one such negative leader (as indicated by the blue band in the lower panels of Fig. 3) is given. A large129

number of negative leaders were all propagating simultaneously in an area of 1 × 2 km. After t=6 ms, the time trace130

of the broadband antenna is rather feature-less while the average power in the VHF antenna gradually decreases by131

about 1 order of magnitude over the period t=5.5 – 7.5 ms. At t=7.5 ms we counted 25 distinct active negative132

leaders in a ring of about 1.5 km diameter centered at (N,E)=(21, 16) km. By t=10 ms this number reduced to 15 in133

the same general area.134

Based on the structures we observe in Fig. 3 the signatures of the IRNL mode are:135

❼ It commences with the acceleration of a more normal negative leader or the acceleration of the negative leader136

formed at initiation.137

❼ It reaches a speed of the order of 106 m/s (much faster than normal negative leaders) in just a fraction of a138

millisecond.139

❼ It is not propagating along an existing leader channel and thus is clearly distinct from a recoil or a dart leader.140
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FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 3 with an added panel (third from the top) showing the propagation velocity along the track indicated
in light blue in the lower panels. The power recorded at a core station of LOFAR is now re-binned over 2 µs. The left (right)
side pertains to the sources for the first 3 ms (2 –18 ms) for Flash A, respectively.

❼ It is emitting strong pulses detected by the broadband antenna.141

❼ It produces a strong increase in VHF power.142

❼ There are fewer located VHF sources during this mode (as compared to typical negative leaders) by the imaging143

techniques used in this work.144

❼ During the IRNL mode, propagation at top speed is observed for about 1 – 3 ms, covering distances of several145
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km, after which it decelerates and creates a few dozen negative leaders that slow down to normal negative leader146

propagation speeds.147

❼ In the image, broad filaments, or channels, can be distinguished with a width of the order of 100 m (much148

broader than normal negative leaders [25]) that tend to fan out to form a complex system spawning a large149

number of more normal negative leaders.150

The IRNL mode is thus clearly distinct from normal negative leader propagation.151

The small number of located sources during the IRNL mode is due to the fact that the time trace shows many par-152

tially overlapping VHF pulses that are difficult to locate with our imaging formalism. We are exploring interferometry-153

based (beam-forming) techniques to be able to image the sources of the many strong and partially overlapping VHF154

pulses. The stepping during the IRNL mode is seen most clearly at initiation (evident from the pulsed structure155

seen in the VHF power) when only one or two filaments (or channels) propagate in parallel. For the IRNL mode156

occurring later during the flash this stepping cannot be seen clearly. It may be due to the fact that there are too many157

propagating structures washing out the peak structure. It may also be that at the high velocity stage the propagation158

mode of these negative leaders becomes continuous rather then stepping.159
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Fig. 4 shows the initial stage of Flash B, which also contained an IRNL, from t=0.5 till 2.5 ms, indicating that the160

IRNL mode is common immediately after lightning initiation. Also this flash showed a second IRNL mode, in this161

case at 9 – 15 ms. Since the second IRNL occured a bit later in the flash, the velocity along the indicated track drops162

in between the two IRNL modes to values lower than seen in Fig. 3. Even though the velocity barely reaches 106 m/s,163

and broadband data is not available, the features of the two IRNL modes are clearly recognizable, including: intense164

VHF emission, elevated speeds, low source density, broad channels that fan out, and copious number of produced165

negative leaders. The VHF power even saturates the LOFAR antennas, as seen between 10 —16 ms in Fig. 4. The166

first IRNL for flash B spreads over an area of less than 1 km2 while the second one covered an area of 2×3 km2 at167

an altitude of only 1.5 km. The first IRNL, during the initial stage of the flash, show 6 – 7 high-power VHF pulses168

during the first millisecond, similar to what is seen in Flash A.169
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Most interesting is that the IRNL mode is not confined to the initiation region but may occur during the later170

development of the flash and appears to be linked to a particular spot in the atmosphere. The left-hand panel of171

Fig. 5 gives a zoom-in of Flash B around the time a strong signal was recorded by the broadband antenna and showing172

another IRNL from t=274 till 280 ms. This figure shows two negative leaders that were propagating eastward, and173

then seemed to stop propagating, the first one, marked by the green box, at t=272 ms at an altitude between 0.5174

and 1.0 km and the second, marked by the yellow box, slightly later at t=274 ms between (N=−11 – −10 km, E=9 –175

10 km) while propagating upward towards an altitude of 2 km. A bit later, after the strong pulses in the broadband176

antenna, around t=279 ms the second negative leader seemed to re-appear in a broad semi-circle with a radius of177

about 3 km centered around the position where the second disappeared (indicated by the yellow arcs), to resume178

normal negative leader propagation. A few filaments can be distinguished in-between where the leader “disappeared”179

and resumed propagating. Based on the distance and time, the negative leader must have reached speeds of 106 m/s180

when it was poorly imaged. During the same time span there is a strong increase in the emitted VHF power in181

the form of a very noisy, amorphous, structure with several short duration spikes superimposed on top. With the182

exception of the upper left, north-east, corner, no previous leader activity has been seen in the area depicted in Fig. 5.183

This is an archetypical example of an IRNL mode of propagation.184

The right half of Fig. 5 shows the same area some 130 ms later during the same flash. For this period there are185

no data available from the broadband antenna. Fig. 5 shows a negative leader propagating straight downward from186

the negative charge layer at 4 km into the positive charge layer at and below 2 km altitude. This occurred at the187

same location, projected on the ground plane, as where the first negative leader on the left side of the figure stalled.188

At t=403 ms the structure of the imaged leader changes, as indicated by the cyan colors, to a structure reminiscent189

of that of an IRNL. 5 ms later, at a distance of about 4 km, normal negative leaders are imaged again, amounting190

to a speed of 8 × 105 m/s. The northern branch (which is followed for making the velocity plot) propagates slightly191

slower. The VHF power shows a strong increase when the negative leader was propagating downward from 3.5 km192

height. There are no separate surges in VHF power visible to indicate stepping, which might be due to the fact that193

there were several IRNL branches active at the same time. Unfortunately there is no broadband time trace available194

for this time period so the stepping nature could not be confirmed. The lack of broadband data not withstanding,195

the picture shows another typical example of an IRNL.196

As discussed above, the VHF power shows strong spikes on top of the broader emission from the IRNL in Fig. 5. At197

first glance, the source of these sharp spikes is unclear and they could be indicative of some IRNL physics. However,198

further investigation has shown that these spikes are actually due to positive leader activity very close to the LOFAR199

core (5 km height, 4 km horizontal distance), thus give rise to a very strong signal due to the LOFAR’s large antenna200

gain for near-zenithal angles. Since these spikes are due to positive leader activity, and not the IRNL, we leave their201

investigation for possible future work.202

Both sides of Fig. 5 strongly suggest that in the region of (N,E,h)=(−13 – −9, 5 – 12, 1 – 2.5) km there was a203

positive-charge pocket with a large density. This attracted the upper branch of the negative leader shown at the left in204

Fig. 5. A close inspection of the pulses seen in the broadband antenna at 274 – 276 ms shows that they have positive205

initial polarity corresponding to negative charge moving upward, consistent with the propagation direction during the206

IRNL mode as inferred from the located sources in Fig. 5. Note that the interpretation of the polarity is opposite to207

that of flash A since this flash is located at the opposite side of the broadband magnetic-loop antenna. We observe208

an accelerated propagation of especially the (yellow) branch at (N,E)=(−10.5, 9.5) km from 2× 105 m/s at t=269 ms209

till 10 × 105 m/s at t=275 ms (see velocity panel). The propagation of this second branch apparently quenched the210

propagation of the first (green) branches, probably due to the large amount of negative charge present at its tip. At211

this point the charge must have been such that it could propagate at high speed during the IRNL mode with strong212

emission in the lower frequencies as picked-up by the broadband antenna. A bit later the negative leader decelerated213

again to 1.5× 105 m/s at t=287 ms. This first leader complex appeared not to have emptied the charge reservoir as214

about 100 ms later (right side of Fig. 5) another negative leader emerged from the negative charge layer at 3.5 km to215

enter the same local charge region. In this case the charge cloud was reached from above instead of from below. There216

seems to be a repeat of the processes seen earlier with a large number of negative leaders re-appearing at distances of217

3 – 4 km. It is interesting to see that normal negative leaders are now visible at, for example, (N,E)=(−11.5, 12) km218

where in the earlier discharge only the IRNL mode was visible. Apparently this earlier discharge process had reduced219

the space charge to a sufficient extent to make normal negative leader propagation possible.220

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS221

In this work we have used the infrastructure of the LOFAR radio telescope to provide high-resolution 3D images of222

two flashes, supplemented with time traces of a broadband antenna. These combined observations allow us to recognize223

a negative leader propagation mode that occured multiple times in the two flashes. Since this mode is associated224
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with a strong enhancement of VHF emission and the emission of strong pulses as detected by the broadband antenna,225

in this work we call it an “Intensely Radiating Negative Leader” mode. This mode has previously been referred to226

as an initial leader, but we have shown that it can occur later in the flash as well. We show that it lasts for a few227

milliseconds, shows elevated speeds, strongly elevated VHF and broadband emissions, and a ‘fuzzy’ image while the228

negative leaders, emerging in copious numbers, are well focussed.229

During an IRNL we observe a more normal stepped negative leader accelerating quickly, within a millisecond, to230

speeds of order 106 m/s while it fans-out to cover (in plan view) an area of several square kilometers. When it spreads,231

often some wide channels are recognizable, although this is not always the case as sometimes the density of located232

sources is too small. The large VHF power is due to an almost continuous stream of overlapping strong pulses which is233

difficult to handle for our pulse-location algorithm. It will thus be interesting to apply an interferometry/beamforming234

based imaging procedure to obtain more insight in the propagation during the IRNL mode, which is planned for a235

future publication.236

The IRNL mode occurs in relatively small volumes that are most likely the sites of small but dense pockets of237

charge. The IRNL mode thus is activated as the negative leader enters a region with a strong electric field due to238

this local dense charge cloud. The fact that at the end of the IRNL mode a large multitude of negative leaders239

have been created supports the picture of a small region with a very high space charge. The dense charge pocket is240

probably created by a local turbulence [26], with a typical size of order 5 km2. This dense space charge leads to a241

larger than usual amount of charge at its tip and an increased propagation velocity, both contributing to a strongly242

enhanced VHF power and strong broadband pulses when the propagation is in the vertical direction during the IRNL243

mode. Recently [27] reported on a direct relation between conductivity and propagation speed which supports our244

interpretation. They show that an increased charge in the leader tip would imply larger currents and thus higher245

temperatures and free-electron densities. The enhanced charge may also be responsible for the very broad propagating246

structures that are imaged as ‘fuzzy’ channels in our procedure. It may even be that we have entered a regime where247

the charge is large enough for a non-stepping negative leader.248

The finding that a mode of negative leader propagation hitherto known as initial leader is in fact not a feature tied to249

the initial development of a lightning flash but more general (therefore named IRNL in this work) and is instead likely250

due to the presence of a relatively rare small high-charge pocket, sheds important light on the mystery of lightning251

initiation [28]. Airplane and balloon observations [29, 30] have shown that the electric fields in thunderclouds is252

generally well below dielectric breakdown, much too low to ignite a lightning flash. However, it has been speculated253

[31, 32] that there could be local pockets of strong electric fields that are too local to easily measure. This work strongly254

suggests, for the first time, that thunderstorms indeed has spatially small high-strength regions of the electric field, in255

line with the findings of theoretical work such as [33], among others, that particularly large electric fields are required256

for initiating lightning.257

IV. METHODS258

The imaging procedure uses the time-traces recorded with LOFAR, see Section IVA. We use the same imaging259

technique as described in [8] where some of the essential steps are summarized in Section IVB. The broadband260

magnetic loop antenna is described in some detail in Section IVC. The procedure used to calculate velocities is261

summarized in Section IVD.262

A. LOFAR263

LOFAR [14] is a radio telescope consisting of several thousands antennas primarily built for radio-astronomy264

observations. These antennas are spread over many European countries. The Superterp is the core of LOFAR, it265

contains a dense array of antennas and is located near Exloo, the Netherlands. For radio-astronomy observations,266

the antenna signals are added coherently to effectively operate as a gigantic radio dish antenna with a diameter of267

1000 km when the international stations are included.268

From each LOFAR station we use 6 dual-polarized low-band antennas sensitive to 30 – 80 MHz. Each antenna269

samples at 200 MHz and has a 5 s long buffer. Using only the Dutch stations we reach baselines of up to 100 km270

(see Fig. 2). Upon an external trigger, the antenna buffers are frozen and data are read out. Sometimes some data271

is lost during during downloading, however this does not really affect the image quality due to the large number of272

available antennas (typically 300–400). For every 5 s of raw data from the TBBs we store close to 1 TB of data for273

later off-line processing.274
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B. Lightning Imaging275

For completeness we outline here the impulsive imaging procedure we followed, see also [8] where a much more276

detailed description given. The source code used for the analysis can be found at [34]. The procedure is a mixture277

of an interference and a time-of-arrival approach, where arrival time differences of a pulse at different antennas are278

obtained from the peak in the cross correlation between two antennas. The location of the source is obtained using a279

Levenberg-Marquardt fitting algorithm [35] for the arrival-time differences.280

Three quality indicators are used to ensure that the sources are well located. The most important is the obtained281

value for the Root Mean Square time difference between the calculated and measured arrival time differences (RMSd)282

of the fit. Other indicators are the error on the height, σ(h)2, which is usually the largest diagonal matrix element283

of the covariance matrix that corresponds to the error in determining the altitude of the source, and the number of284

excluded antennas, Nex. An antenna is excluded from a fit for a particular source when the deviation is particularly285

large or when the shape of the cross correlation time trace deviates too much from the self correlation of the pulse in286

the reference antenna. This may happen when for a particular antenna the pulses emitted from two different sources287

arrive (almost) simultaneously.288

C. Broadband measurements with a magnetic loop antenna289

A Shielded Loop Antenna with a Versatile Integrated Amplifier (SLAVIA) [12] has been installed by the Department290

of Space Physics, Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences at a site which is 0.6 km to the291

North and 15.1 km to the East with respect to the LOFAR core, close to the village of Ter Wisch, shown by a red292 ⊙
in Fig. 2. The sensor measures the broadband waveform of the horizontal component of the time derivative of the293

magnetic field vector at a sampling frequency of 200 MHz. The maximum of its cosine shaped sensitivity pattern is294

in the north-northwest direction at an azimuth of 330◦. This means that an upward current pulse (moving negative295

charge downward) located at this azimuth from the loop will produce the largest positive pulse in the magnetic field296

waveforms obtained by numerical integration. The recording system has a sensitivity of 6 nT/s/
√
Hz, corresponding297

to 1 fT/
√
Hz at 1 MHz. The data acquisition is not continuous: a snapshot with a duration of 167 ms is triggered298

when the absolute value of the derivative of the magnetic field exceeds a threshold of 23.3 mT/s. Every snapshot also299

includes a 52 ms long history before the trigger time. At the Ter Wisch site, the signal is unfortunately affected by300

strong man-made interferences and the waveform had to be cleaned by additional numerical narrow band rejection301

filters with bandwidths 18 – 30 Hz at interference frequencies between 2 and 10 kHz, and at 18 kHz (17 filters for the302

21:03 event, 19 filters for the 21:30 event).303

D. Determining leader velocities304

Extracting leader velocities is complicated by the fact that leaders branch. This makes it ambiguous to determine305

which sources should be grouped together to calculate the velocity along the main branch. The distance between306

sources is small enough that they frequently do not occur in time-sequence along the leader. This may be due to307

physics, i.e. VHF is not only emitted at the propagating leader tip but a few meters behind the propagating tip, or308

this may be due to source-location inaccuracies.309

From the general structure of the leader first the leader track is drawn, as for example shown by the light blue band310

in the lower panels of Fig. 3. The velocity can now be calculated from the mean leader-tip location, determined by311

averaging the position of the sources with gaussian weighting factors depending on the source times i.e. sources that312

occur much later or earlier have small weights. For this work we have chosen a σ = 0.05 ms for the averaging. Only313

sources within 50 m of the predefined leader track are included in the procedure. The more narrow peaks seen is the314

velocity panels of Fig. 3 could be an artifact due to side-branches off the main structure.315
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Figures

Figure 1

Left: Image of the �rst 50 milliseconds of ash A showing sources with σ(h) < 3:5 m, RMSd < 5 ns and Nex
< 55. The topmost panel shows the recorded signal in the broadband antenna, re-binned over 0.2 μs. The
second gives the VHF power as measured by a LOFAR antenna in the core, re-binned over 20 μs. The
LOFAR noise power is given in units of the background-noise, see text. Right: Image of ash B showing
sources with σ(h) < 3:5 m, RMSd < 3 ns and Nex < 55.



Figure 2

Layout of the Dutch LOFAR stations. The core of LOFAR is indicated by the yellow  sign, the magnetic
loop antenna by the red , while the yellow stars show the general location of ashes A and B that are
discussed in this work. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this
map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning
the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 3

Similar to Fig. 3 with an added panel (third from the top) showing the propagation velocity along the
track indicated in light blue in the lower panels. The power recorded at a core station of LOFAR is now re-
binned over 2 μs. The left (right) side pertains to the sources for the �rst 3 ms (2 – 18 ms) for Flash A,
respectively.



Figure 4

Same as Fig. 3 but for the initial parts of ash B.



Figure 5

Same as Fig. 3 where the left shows a zoom-in for Flash B at the section where strong signals were
measured in the broadband antenna, shown in the top panel, near t=276 ms. The right side shows the
time span of 395 – 430 ms of the same ash at the same location. For the later time there are no
broadband data available. The scales for the left and right pictures are the same except for the time
scale.
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